22 Reasons Why the COVID-19 Pandemic is
a Fake Orchestrated Event with an
Endgame to Force Vaccinate You!
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1989 Medical Encyclopedia defines “coronavirus” as the common cold.
The novel coronavirus a.k.a. COVID-19 has never been isolated in a lab.
The inventor of the RT-PCR test, Kary Mullins, has stated the test (used to test for COVID-19) was not
designed to test for infectious disease because it is not reliable.
The RT-PCR test can isolate a genetic sequence and help determine if there is viral activity but cannot
determine what kind of virus is present or its intensity.
The CDC has admitted that a positive coronavirus COVID-19 test (using the RT-PCR method) didn’t mean
the virus was causing the disease/symptoms someone may have.
The RT-PCR test is unreliable as the results can be manipulated due to the arbitrary number of
amplifications/cycles chosen. Thus the tester can show whatever result they want it to show.
According to PubMed, the RT-PCR test has a “Potential [80.33%] False-Positive Rate Among the
'Asymptomatic Infected Individuals' in Close Contacts of COVID-19 Patients”
Some of the RT-PCR tests have been confirmed to be contaminated with coronavirus.
Dr. Anthony Fauci wrote in the New England Journal of Medicine that COVID-19 is "akin to severe seasonal
influenza (which has a case fatality rate of approximately 0.1%)…” This means only 1 in 1000 people who
contract so-called COVID-19 could actually die from it! Statistically, you are more likely to die in an
automobile accident, even as a pedestrian, than you are from COVID-19.
In March 2020, the UK Government’s top medical advice panel announced that COVID-19 was no longer a
serious public health hazard.
Hospitals are being incentivized to reclassify most deaths now as COVID-19 deaths even if the person died
from other underlying causes. A COVID-19 death can earn the hospital as much as $39,000 if that person is
put on a ventilator.
As of April 23rd 2020, for every single COVID-19 death there are 565 Americans who have lost their job due
to the shutdown of the economy.
Quarantine is what you do to restrict the movement of sick people; shelter-in-place and stay-at-home
tyrannical orders are what’s being used to restrict the movement of healthy people.
On February 29, 2020 the U.S. Surgeon General, Jerome M. Adams, publicly stated that wearing masks
does not protect you from the coronavirus.
Total deaths worldwide from all causes in 2020 have not risen from previous years despite the “pandemic".
The main trick of the pandemic propaganda is to fool you into thinking that for COVID-19 there has to be 1
virus, 1 cause and 1 disease.
5G (5th generation telecommunications technology) millimeter wave frequencies disrupts your body's
hemoglobin and its ability to absorb oxygen causing the same symptoms as COVID-19 such as shortness of
breath, respiratory distress and disease.
Many nations such as Sweden, Taiwan and Belarus had no lockdowns and obtained better (or equivalent)
results in defeating the disease than nations with massive lockdowns like the USA.
Numerous medical staff from all over the world have reported near empty hospitals during COVID -19.
Where are all the supposed COVID patients?
In October 2019, Bill Gates and Big Pharma reps ran the Event 201 Simulation which practiced in fine detail
what reaction (surveillance, censorship, vaccines and more) government and corporations would take in a
viral pandemic scenario – that just so happened to occur 2 months after the simulation.
The social engineers who orchestrated this crisis want to milk it for all its worth. They are preparing you for a
fake “resurgence” and “2nd wave” with deceptive propaganda.
The aim of the coronavirus crisis is to trick and scare people into accepting (or even begging for) mandatory
vaccinations.
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